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Is chess a sport? Chess today is a
recognized sport of the International
Olympic Committee, and after deep
analysis The NY Times (2009) answered
Maybe, Maybe Not. After a lifetime in
sports, including professional racquets, my
answer is that chess is the headquarters of
sports. This book describes the myriad
applications of chess to sport, and in
particular to my forte racquet sports, where
I was six-time national paddleball
champion, and the #2 ranked racquetball
pro for many years. However, my better
sports were judo, football and hiking. My
credentials in chess are the Junior Chess
Champ of the Michigan farm community
of Jackson, and the founder of various
clubs and winner of many tournaments for
which I carved the trophies, as I did a
three-dimensional chess set at age ten.
This is how chess guided me into sports. I
saw everyone on the court or field as pieces
on the board. Anyone who wishes to learn
how to play chess in sport may well
become conversant in positions where the
players are, were, and will be. Chess opens
the eyes to a sequence of moves in sports,
and to identify those action frames, lock on
one, and alter the fate of play and
championships. All sports are sweaty
chess.
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Is chess a sport? - Chess Forums - Jul 29, 2009 Both and more. It can be a sport or a game, a hobby, and intellectual
pastime. Chess thrives on competition, but that is not its alpha and omega. Do you think chess is a sport? - Quora Mar
31, 2016 Few arguments in chess get more attention than the debate over whether or not chess is a sport. Despite what
some on either side of the What is chess? Game or sport? - Chess Forums - Jan 26, 2017 There are many arguments
for why chess is a sport, including: The International Olympic Comittee, quite possibly the most official sports Is chess
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a sport? Ending the debate - Chess Forums - Page 37 May 30, 2016 There are many arguments for why chess is a
sport, including: The International Olympic Comittee, quite possibly the most official sports history - Is chess a sport?
If yes, then why? - Chess Stack Exchange In a word: Yes. Chess is a sport. The IOC has acknowledged it as such, and
since they are the closest thing to an official global body for sport governance, their Is chess a sport? Ending the
debate - Chess Forums - Page 39 Jan 31, 2015 So, what really is chess? Although there is no universally accepted
difference between a game and a sport in the minds of most people, this Is chess a sport? Ending the debate - Chess
Forums - Page 36 Some sources state that in 1914 the title of chess Grandmaster was first formally conferred by Tsar
Nicholas II of Is Chess a Game or a Sport? Chesslife Would you consider chess a sport? Aug 16, 2014 Stephen
Moss: The deaths of two players at the Chess Olympiad in Norway shows that its time tournaments came with a health
warning. Is chess a sport or a game - Chess Forums - At my school the chess club is quite adamant that chess is a
sport. we even go so far as to have our team photo taken with the other sports teams. However Is chess a sport? Ending
the debate - Chess Forums - Page 23 Dec 15, 2011 I believe it is a sport and requires mental physical dexterity. Time
control adds a demanding element of speed and co-ordination to the game Chess - Wikipedia Feb 13, 2009 In this
hybrid sport, combatants alternate between playing chess and boxing. Started by Iepe B.T. Rubingh, a German
performance artist, The Chess-as-a-Sport Debate - The Spruce Chess is a competitive and skill requiring act. There is
no real difference between an exercise of the mind and an exercise of the body. Like any sport, your chess Is chess a
sport? - Chess Forums - Nov 8, 2016 There is a global debate as to whether chess is a sport. It was played in the 2006
Asian Games but was not allowed in the 2012 London Chess is NOT a sport!!! - Chess Forums - May 30, 2013 To
begin with, we might say that all sports or athletic sports belonging under the Wikipedian definition amount to being
only play or a game Why chess IS a sport - Chess Forums - May 30, 2013 To begin with, we might say that all sports
or athletic sports belonging under the Wikipedian definition amount to being only play or a game Ten Reasons why
Chess is a Sport London Chess Conference The decision to consider chess as a sport is more than academic. Sports
are often funded from a public treasury. An activity classified as a sport gets funding Is Chess a Sport? - Jun 17, 2015
I am sure you have all had the conversation with your friends, is chess a sport or a game? This may of course depend on
who you are playing Is chess a sport? Feb 14, 2012 No physical activity means the game is not a sport Andy Arb. To
a die-hard sports fan such as myself, it may seem obvious that chess is not Is chess a sport? - Chess Forums - Jan 7,
2017 Ultimately definitions are descriptive constructions, chess and sport both being abstract in that they describe
human activities which are Chess as a Sport - Mar 4, 2014 The question of whether chess is a sport depends entirely
on the context of the question. In certain situations, it may be useful to classify chess Is chess a sport? Ending the
debate - Chess Forums - There are many arguments for why chess is a sport, including: The International Olympic
Comittee, quite possibly the most official sports authority in the world, Is Chess a Sport? Maybe, Maybe Not. - The
New York Times Sep 13, 2015 It is worth reminding ourselves why the International Olympic Committee and over 100
countries recognise chess as a sport. Competitive. Vik-Hansen: Is chess a sport? ChessBase Jan 7, 2017 There are
many arguments for why chess is a sport, including: The International Olympic Comittee, quite possibly the most
official sports A sport of sorts: Should chess be considered a sport? - Webster Jan 1, 2014 I do NOT, I think its
more like a form of art, like when I see a beautiful game chess, it feels more like hearing a symphony. Of course some
sports Is chess a sport? - Chess Forums - Apr 6, 2016 Ive never heard chess referred to as a sport, but this is the
definition of what a sport is: An activity involving physical exertion and skill in which Issues on the Chess Table :
Chess as Sport - Mark Weeks Jan 4, 2017 There are many arguments for why chess is a sport, including: The
International Olympic Comittee, quite possibly the most official sports Is chess a sport or not? - Chess Forums - Page
4 - May 24, 2013 Keeping time with Magnus Carlsens chessploits, the debate in Norwegian newspapers rages red hot
over whether chess is a sport or athletics,
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